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THE FIFTH COLORADO ANNUAL

The Denver Art Museum has struggled during the seven
years of its existence in the 200,000 sq. ft. building in down-
town Denver with the question of its role in regard to Colorado
contemporary art. The Gio Ponti-James Sudler designed
structure, reminiscent to some of a medieval fortress, has
ample well-designed space to simultaneously exhibit a
number of different changing shows. Until March, 1978 the
museum d id not have a f ull time curator of contemporary a(1, a
fact interpreted by many artists as an indication that the
museum's committment to contemporary art was not strong.
The new building was inaugurated in 1971 with a show of
contemporary art by Colorado artists, but the hoped-for role
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of the museum as a catalyst for contemporary art in the state
and region did not materiallze.

The Colorado Annual, a juried show open to artists living in
ihe state, was the prime and at times only eff ort by the Muse-um
to exhibit current Colorado art. As exhibitions, the first four
Annuals (contrary to the title, the Annual is not a yearlyevent)
were unsatisfactory shows, heavily criticized by the press, the
artists and the general public. Artists objected to the
procedures for entering. Those who lived outside of the
Denver metro area had to make arrangements to transport
work to the museum, leave it there, and then return the
following week to pick it up. The public, with little experience
in seeing contemporary work, had trouble understanding the
art and were offered little in the way of education. The press,
noting the rather schizophrenic collection of diverse interests
and inientions, wondered if the out-of-slate museum
professionals who were brought in to jury the show over a
weekend could really have a good sense of what was going on
in Colorado art. The museum, always sensitive to criticism, let
it be known in 1976 that they were "rethinking" the procedures
for assembling an Annual.

The Fifth Colorado Annual is the result of the "rethinking"
and the selection process has been radically altered. lnstead
of an open juried show, the Fifth Annual was an invitational
show, based on recommendations f rom an advisory
committee of artists, gallery directors and museum
professionals f rom throughout the state. An invitation
committee composed of Denver Art museum associate
director and curator of contemporary arl. Lewis Story, Denver
artist, Jerry Johnson, and University of Colorado, Boulder,
director of exhibitions Jean Weiffenbach, selected 57 artists
from slides submitted by the 135 artists whose names were
suggested by the advisory committee. lnstead of one work per
artist, which had been the case in the past, artists could exhibit
up to three pieces.

There were predictable complaints f rom artists who
preferred to take their chances with an open juried show and
felt that the presence of an advisory committee made it seem
that "it's who you know that counts." Artists who work in more
traditional styles felt that the show was too avant-garde and
not reflective of the kind of art !',eing made in the state. The
Museum has been reserved in their comments about the new
procedure and whether it will be continued, but was obviously
pleased by the good reviews from the daily newspapers and
the high attendance at the opening.

However the selection process is viewed in terms of
"fairness," there is little doubt that the new procedure has
resulted in a far more cohesive and invigorating show, with
less of the hit-or-miss feeling of past Annuals. While the show
did reflect a particular taste and attitude, more akin to
Weiffenbach's interest in new art (as seen in the shows she
has brought to C.U.: Sol LeWitt, Rosemarie Castoro, Robert
Smithson, etc.), it also opened the show to less rrgid
classifications. By doing so the show became less object-
oriented and more concerned with ideas, and several pieces
were submitted as proposals which were worked out on site in
the Museum. Video and film were also offered with daily video
showing of pieces by five artists and films by two. Stan
Brakhage, a Colorado artist too lorrg ignored by the Museum,
was invited to show his films in a special evening program as
well.
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Mark Boulding, point of View,

senses as a bridge between the sculpture of lound materials
and the sculpture made of traditional ceramics. lf there was
one lact clear in the Fifth Annual, it was that there was no
distinction between art and craft and works that might have
been categorized in those terms were solely juctged on the
basis of their intrinsic ideational qualities. Denver aitist Robert
Behrens' outdoor sculpture was represented in drawings and
a scale model, which took into account the architecture of the
Green Mountain Recreation Center where the piece will be
located. Behrens' piece is slicker and more refined than most
of the other sculpture in the show, and the primary colors and
simple shapes represenl a departure from some of his other
work with its dependence on natural wood utilized in
monumental forms.

Ol the several conceptual pieces in the Annual, which were
descriptions of events, Mark Bouldin g's point of View was the
most meticulously prepared and documented. Based on a
proposal to hike the Rocky Mountain skyline as it is seen f rom
one point on the plains, Boulding prepared topographic maps

The video pieces were particularly well received. The room
in which the television was set up was frequenily filled with
school children who had escaped a lock'step tour with a
docent and sprawled on the lloor meSmerized by the familiar
"box" and comfortable enough to trade wisecracks about
whatever "show" was on the screen.

Sculpture however donrinated the Annual in a very physical
sense. Candy Lewis spotted small square mirrors wiih palnteO
Xs both inside and outside the museum building. Leo Vera
filled a corner ol the Stanton gallery with an enormous walk_in
piece of industrial scaffolding partially covered with plastic
sheets. Two of Libre artist.Linda Fleming,s fetish-like, large
wood sculptures were installed in an exterior courtyartl visib'le
lrom the Stanton Gallery. Fleming's work was well sited to
maximize the peculiar strengths of the natural materials, tree
trunks and branches, and the clearly human touch ol the
painted marks on the surface.

Ceramic Container, a circle of human-scaled, twiggy
branches of slip-cast ceramic by Tom Belden, served in some
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and ph,)tos to describe the idea. Charles Parson's piece
Passage was spare and precise, with an absolute minimum of
detail. Utilizing industrial material, lines of steel, pieces ol
thread and sheets of clear and cloudy plexiglass, Parson's
construction had a clear cut elegance that, in combination
with the industrial materials, presented a metaphysical
solution that superceded the formal dynamics. While the
sculplure by size alone seemed to dominate, especially since
untii recently few Denver galleries had the space to exhibit
large pieces, there were other strengths in the Annual which
balanced the sculpture. Photography, particularly works by
Robert Adams of Longmont, Sue Flobinson of Boulder and
Gary Metz, provided some compelling moments. The four
Robert Adanrs images were representative of his work and
reinforced the sense ol Adams as a documentor ol the prairie
West. Sue Robinson's photographs lrom the "dream series"
were extraordinarily sensual images of a woman's hand
holding various small objects against a background of written
notes. The quality of the handwriting as background and
inlormation reinforced the intimacy and biographical contenl
of the images.

Several of Margaret Neuman's small, harshly colored and

. Charles Parsons, Passage.

primitive-appearing paintings were exhibited. Desert Oasis
Magic, a crayon, pencil and tempera painting of camels and
sphinx, with a snake emerging from a moon in a cobalt blue
sky, seemed to make reference to a fear of the unknown that
we attribute to primitive people but that lies within our own
fear of loss of self. Margetta Gilboy Goldstein's peculiar
realism seems a world apart from Neuman's inclinations, yet
Goldstein also deals in fear in an enclosed world where
mirrors only reflecl distortions. Doug Fey's Clay Record #4,
made up ol numerous pieces of paper taped directly to a wall,
is large and imposing yet light and filled with an airy lyricism.

The Fifth Colorado Annual suffered from the problem ol
most large group shows, oflering too little work by too many
artists. Yet, the exhibit as a whole was almost festive and
entertaining. There were few really dull pieces ancl few pieces
that didn't ofler some pleasure. ll the museum can work lrom
this base to develop some one-person shows and small group
exhibits, it will have moved finally in the direction of serving as
a source of stimulus for artmaking in the Southwest and
thereby provide a viable alternative to the tired supposition
that only mainstream art is in touch with the times.
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